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 HA! Another "competent person" refusal. This is where the Library says it won't produce 
documents we asked for because they need more time to find a "competent person" to find the 
documents or review them or whatever (and do damage control) before they release them. I love 
how by saying this, the person saying they need to find "a competent person" tacitly admits that 
everyone working there must in some way be incompetent…or else why would there need to be 
this hunt for a "competent person" to help them? Every time they say this, it makes me laugh and 
laugh. I also appreciate the hypocrisy of this, too, because remember that these are the supposed 
"free speech people" who say that "information" should be available to everyone…but look how 
hard they work to hide the things they are doing in this Library! So, the public can only have 
information when it's information the Library does not want to keep from the public. I see. Good 
luck finding that "competent person" to help…it's always such a struggle to find such an 
individual in the ranks of government employees these days. 
  
 Marcia Gunther Hauflaire and Dan Kleinman like this. 
  
Dan Kleinman As the library has turned over little of substance as it destroys records like 
ISIS destroys the history of Mesopotamia, why not ask the police to obtain and execute a 
search warrant on an exigent basis to seize the records before they are cleaned or 
destroyed? 
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